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Travel chaos in Europe: A warning to SA travellers

  


  
    The travel industry has almost made a full recovery with travel numbers nearing pre-pandemic figures. But the return of travel is proving more difficult than most in the travel industry would have thought.
Read more about Travel chaos in Europe: A warning to SA travellers
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Five must-have travel tech tools (and one that reigns supreme) 

  


  
    Does talking travel technology make your eyes glaze over? So many tools. So much functionality. We get it! But….it’s kinda important. Actually … it’s super important – especially if you’re an SME with growth plans and employees that travel to facilitate your company’s growth.  

Read more about Five must-have travel tech tools (and one that reigns supreme) 
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Tech + People = the best combo 

  


  
    Business travel has come a long way. So too has the technology used to manage it. And while technology has advanced at super speed, there is one aspect to business travel that hasn’t changed – the need for personal service. 
Read more about Tech + People = the best combo 
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The best bleisure trips for every type of dad

  


  
    It’s that time of the year when we’re celebrating the father figures in our lives. And this year, dads deserve our attention more than ever before. Our modern dads are definitely stepping up to the plate. Did you know that today’s dads spend three times more time with their children than their fathers spent with them according to recent research? 
Read more about The best bleisure trips for every type of dad
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Younger generations are putting their stamp on business travel

  


  
    Move over Millennials, Gen Z are (almost) all grown up. Born between 1997 and 2012, the oldest Gen Zers turn 25 this year, which means they are finished studying, entering the workforce, and reshaping the way people live, work and travel.
Read more about Younger generations are putting their stamp on business travel
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The ultimate bleisure guide to 2022

  


  
    Get your guide to the 2022 bleisure trend – blending work obligations with personal getaways. 
Read more about The ultimate bleisure guide to 2022
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Squeezing every cent out of your business travel budget

  


  
    SMEs and businesses can squeeze every last cent out of their budget through these techniques.
Read more about Squeezing every cent out of your business travel budget
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Managing business travel risk in an ever-changing world

  


  
    Businesses and organizations can be well-equipped and prepared for any bumps in the road ahead with this global risk review.
Read more about Managing business travel risk in an ever-changing world
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Is remote work all it’s cracked up to be?

  


  
    Is remote work all it’s cracked up to be? Well, it depends on who you ask. 
Read more about Is remote work all it’s cracked up to be?
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Looking ahead: What’s on the horizon for business travel?

  


  
    Corporate Traveller ZA General Manager Oz Desai takes a closer look at the current state of business travel – and the trends which will shape our trips in the year ahead. 
Read more about Looking ahead: What’s on the horizon for business travel?
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The return of business travel: Are you ready?

  


  
    Are South African organisations really ready to get back on the road? For Corporate Traveller GM Oz Desai, it’s a resounding yes – if they’ve taken a little time to ensure there are no gaps in their post-pandemic travel policies or risk management strategies.
Read more about The return of business travel: Are you ready?
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Business travel etiquette: Have the rules changed?

  


  
    Oz Desai, GM Corporate Traveller provides answers to Business travel etiquette questions, and much more.
Read more about Business travel etiquette: Have the rules changed?
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